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EAVI2020's International Collaboration
The EAVI2020 EU funded grant has given our Australian researchers an exciting
opportunity to engage in a forum that enables free exchange of cutting edge ideas for
vaccine design, provides a pipeline for the rapid pre-clinical and clearly phase clinical
testing of their most promising constructs and allows access to expertise for the indepth study of the immune responses these vaccines induce.
Prof. Stephen Kent, Principal Investigator for The University of Melbourne (UOM), has
been travelling through Europe this past summer to do just that. His journey began by
spending time with Prof. Robin Shattock of Imperial College London then went on to
visit project Partners INSERM, CEA, AMC, UKER, UJF and KI. Stephen also attended the
‘One Health’ conference in Paris, the ‘IAS 2018’ conference in Amsterdam and an ‘NIH
workshop on HIV antibody immunity’ in Washington DC, as well as visiting another HIV
research group in Aarhus Denmark.

EAVI2020's Photo
Exhibition
Following the success of our photo
exhibition
which
was
recently
displayed by our project Partner
INSERM, the 'The Development of an
HIV Vaccine in Photos' will be
displayed this coming September by
our project Partner CEA.
This exhibition has provided an
excellent opportunity to engage with
our Partner organisations and the
general public in a dynamic and
creative way.

Upcoming Events
EAVI2020 Photo Exhibition, CEA, Paris,
France, Sept 2018

The Consortium as a whole enjoys and benefits greatly from its shared collaborative
efforts, we look forward to the continued Partnership with Stephen and his team.

EAVI2020 Publications
• The full list of research publications can be found on
our Website and on Research Gate.

6th PhD Training Course , Madrid,
Spain, 15-16 Oct 2018
EAVI2020 3rd Annual Meeting, Madrid,
Spain, 18-19 Oct 2018
HIVR4P EAVI2020 Satellite Session
'Human Centric Vaccine Discovery',
Madrid, Spain, 22 Oct 2018
HIVR4P and EAVI 2020 Photo Exhibtion,
Madrid, Spain, 22-25 Oct 2018
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EAVI2020 Partner Focused Story: Karolinska
Institutet
Situated centrally in Stockholm, Karolinska Institutet (KI) has been committed
to medical research and education for over 200 years. Immunology has always
been a strong discipline at KI, spanning both experimental and clinical
research. A hallmark of KI is that students registered in doctoral programs
dominate the research groups. As such, they have a central role in the research
production and KI has a steady influx of young and bright brains!
Great examples of this are Néstor Vázquez-Bernat and Pradeepa Pushparaj,
two PhD students in the Karlsson Hedestam lab involved in HIV-1 vaccine
research and the EAVI2020 consortium.

Very recently, the lab moved into the new Biomedicum building on the KI
Solna campus. The building houses five departments, over one thousand
researchers, multiple core facilities and state-of-the-art infrastructure.
The tasks of the Karlsson Hedestam lab in the EAVI2020 project (WP7) is to
provide expertise in immunogenetics, to generate immunoglobulin germline
gene databases from immunized primates and to support collaborators with B
cell-based assays as required for the analysis of vaccine-induced responses.
The group has developed a computational tool for the analysis of antibody
repertoire data generated by Next Generation Sequencing, IgDiscover
(www.IgDiscover.se). IgDiscover allows the production of individualized
germline gene databases for subjects of outbred populations such as nonhuman primates and humans. Emerging results from this work reveal a
considerable diversity between individuals, which may well affect the
magnitude and quality of responses to vaccines and infections.

Pradeepa, Nilla, Nèstor and Martin in the new Biomedicum
building

The 6th PhD Training
Course Take s Place
in Madrid, Spain
The 6th PhD training course will
be EAVI2020's first wet workshop
on 'Identification and characterization
of neutralizing
responses
in
different groups of patients' which will
be held in Madrid.

The workshop will be hosted by
Immunopathology of AIDS Unit at ISCiii led
To enable future research in this area, the team, led by senior scientist Martin
by Dr José Alcami.
Corcoran (depicted above), is developing further protocols for the analysis of
adaptive immune receptor genes (both B cell receptor and T cell receptor
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genes). These approaches will be used to understand the genetic diversity of
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humans and macaques, as well as to study the ontogeny of vaccine-induced
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responses in large cohorts of individuals from pre-clinical and experimental Clínic
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medicine trials.

The EAVI2020 consortium, which is led by Imperial College London, unites scientists from 23 institutions,
pooling their knowledge and expertise to develop novel candidate vaccines that can be taken through to
human trials within five years. EAVI2020 is funded with an EU-grant under the health program of Horizon
2020 for research and innovation.

